
Power for XS's 
and XO's

What is the Power situation -- my naivete
What Power is required?
Tools and Devices







Questions to ask about Power

1. Who has experience with local power issues?
2. Is grid power available? How reliable? 
3. If not -- Solar?
4. What will require power? XOs? XS? APs? Hubs? 

When? Power over the internet (POE)
5. XO requirements
6. Will you need batteries? What kind? How large?
7. Lead acid -- flooded vs "maintenance free" or AGM
8. -- maximize service life -- deep cycle half way
9. -- desulfating chargers

10. What equipment do you need to take with you to a 
deployment?



What Power is Available?
● Collect Information from local people who 

deal with power issues regularly.
● Accurate data can be accumulated -- the XS 

as a data collector.
● When power fails, is it predictable? Time of 

day, length of outage?
● Generators, feeder lines from adjacent 

sources



What is Wanted?
Suggested target: 
● 1 XO charge/day
● XS and internet on during school hours
●  automatic shutdown during nights and 

weekends -- server sleep



XO Power Requirements

How many XO's can I charge on a 15 amp circuit (240Vac)?
Apparent power = real power / power factor(.75)
XOs = circuit capacity * line voltage / apparent power

Line Voltage @240Vac XO - 1 XO-1.5 XO-1.75

Full Charge 30Wh 30Wh 30Wh

Idle 8.5W 7.2W 4.7W

High 21W 29.5W 29W

Apparent Power @240Vac 28VA 40VA 39VA

XOs 15 Amp 128 89 92

XOs 20 Amp 171 120 123

120Vac = half the above numbers







Power: the What and How
P(watts) = Amps X Volts
UPS -- Uninterruptable Power Supply
APC 550Watt $65 - 9AHr battery @ 12 V
Deep Cycle Storage Batteries (rated AHr)
● Lead-acid (Flooded, AGM)
● 100Ahr flooded $160 -- how much usable?
● 100Ahr AGM $260
Charger 6A $105 smart-- with desulfator
Meters for measuring - voltage, AC/DC current 
$65-400



Battery Ideas
● If flooded, use distilled water (rain water is 

better than ground water)
● Check voltage drops across connectors
● State of charge measurements -- batteries 

need to rest 4 hours
● Prevent over-charging or under-charging
● Develop a monitoring plan, who, when, how
● Project opportunity -- an arduino deep cycle 

battery monitor, controller, desulfator 
connected to XS



Specific Gravity vs charge
 

Charged Specific Gravity

100% 1.265

75% 1.239

50% 1.200

25% 1.170

fully discharged 1.110







How much Battery for Solar?

Solar Panel -> charge controller -> deep cycle 
battery -> Inverter -> XO battery
Use the numbers without power factor

1.0 1.5 1.75
56WHr 47Whr 30Whr

Suppose: 60 XO-1.5
Need 60 x 47 = 2,820 WattHrs.  Most solar rated inverters 
are 90-95% efficient.  Adjusted Load = ~3kWh. Approx 250 
AHr @12V. If only going to discharge the battery to 50% 
need 500 AHr of storage.



How much Solar Wattage?
● Generic PV array wattage is a tricky calculation since it 

depends on several variables.  Many assumptions.
● LA batteries are only 80% efficient at charging. A PWM 

Charge controller typically 90%. Net = 72%
● Call it 70% to account for distribution losses.
● 3kWh load needs 4.3kWh of input per 1 day of sun. 

Typical 5 hours of full sun per day.  Consult metorlogical 
insolation data for the geographical area.

● 4.3kWh/5h = 860W Array.
● Actual PV array output will be less than rated value. 

Assume 85%.  PV array needed = ~1kW.   



But wait there's more...
● 1kW array only meets the daily load.  If you have depleted 

batteries then extra wattage is needed to recharge the battery 
bank.  10% would take 10 days to fully recharge. That's 
probably too long. 50% over takes 2 days.  50% increases to a 
1.5kW array. 

● If continuous operation is needed in winter or rainy season then 
daily sun can be much less.  Array must be sized for the 
weakest solar period.  Trade off between $$ and continuous 
operation.

● Above is worst case scenario. Charging batteries to charge 
batteries. If XO's can be charged during daylight then direct to 
the inverter bypassing LA battery is more efficient. DC only is 
even more efficient but large wire and good connections to 
the XOs are needed to keep distribution losses low.



12V DC Only System in 
Haiti 

 
 





Questions?
 


